The smoothing of the spatial illumination of an inertial confinement fusion target is examined by its spatial frequency content. It is found that the smoothing by spectral dispersion method, although efficient for glass lasers, can yield poor smoothing at low spatial frequency. The dependence of the smoothed spatial spectrum on the characteristics of phase modulation and dispersion is examined for both sinusoidal and more general phase modulation. It is shown that smoothing with non-sinusoidal phase modulation can result in spatial spectra which are substantially identical to that obtained with the induced spatial incoherence or similar method where random phase plates are present in both methods and identical beam divergence is assumed.
INTRODUCTION
A number of methods have been pursued to achieve the high degree of target illumination uniformity required to minimize seeding of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities1 in the direct drive approach to inertial confinement fusion (ICF) . 244 The use of spatially incoherent light2 (referred to as the induced spatial incoherence method or 1ST) imaged4 onto the target requires amplification of a highly nonuniform spatial and temporal intensity distribution, which is suitable for gaseous amplifier media. This method has been extended to glass lasers using both multimode fibers5'9 and spectral dispersion8 as the spatially incoherent sources, and termed as a partially coherent light (PCL)9 or an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)8 source. However, the lack of intensity uniformity of spatially incoherent light in glass amplifiers results in a large decrease in efficiency. 7 An alternative approach which is well suited to glass lasers is that of smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD),6 where the coherence is reduced by spectrally dispersing a frequency modulated (FM) beam and a random phase plate (RPP)3 is used to control the precise focused envelope of the speckled intensity on the target. In the SSD method, because only phase modulation is imposed, the intensity uniformity of the near field beam can be maintained and hence efficient use is made of the amplifiers. The SSD method can be made more effective by phase modulating the beam again after dispersion, and dispersing a second time in a direction orthogonal to the first dispersion (2D-SSD).1° It has been shown that in the usual implementation of (1D or 2D) SSD, where sinusoidal phase modulation (FM) is used, one can obtain poor smoothing of low spatial frequency SPIE Vol. 3047 . 0277-786X/97/$1 0.00nonuniformities.11 However, calculations indicate that the aggregate smoothing rate (i.e. when integrated over all spatial frequencies) obtained with SSD can be improved by using non sinusoidal phase modulation.12 This approach was implemented by using random phase modulation (RPM) in an optical fiber and did demonstrate improved aggregate smoothing.13'14 However, because of the strong spatial frequency dependence of the Rayleigh-Taylor gain and other physics of the direct drive target, the aggregate smoothing rate is insufficient to characterize smoothing performance, and it is critical to understand the smoothing behavior as a function of spatial frequency for the gamut of available smoothing methods. 11 In this paper it is shown that the SSD method can achieve smoothing equivalent to the 1ST method (or PCL, for brevity this method shall simply be referred to as 151 hereafter) by applying RPM or appropriate non-sinusoidal phase modulation with adequate angular dispersion, when a similar RPP is used in both methods. Standard SSD employs sinusoidal phase modulation (FM) and spectral dispersion such that the instantaneous frequency cycles across the beam ("color cycling"). As was originally discussed by Skupsky et al, 6 increasing the dispersion to generate many color cycles yields proportionally better smoothing at low spatial frequency. However, coherences between the colors distributed across the beam, owing to the pure periodic nature of the phase, leads to reduced smoothing at particular spatial frequencies. By using non-sinusoidal phase modulation, these resonances can be eliminated and smoothing at low spatial frequency equivalent to that of the random 151 method can be obtained.
The technique of SSD utilizing generalized phase modulation is depicted in Fig. 1 . The beam is modulated with some phase function 0(t) and then dispersed by a grating before amplification. The effect of the dispersion is to time skew the phase function across the beam. I.e., the phase after dispersion is described by -sx), where the time skew per unit distance S is proportional to the grating dispersion.15 The grating preceding the modulator is oriented with opposite dispersion (skew) to pre compensate for the second grating such that the input temporal envelope E(t) is undistorted. For 2D SSD a second sequence of orthogonal gratings and an incommensurate modulator are added.10'12 A random phase plate (RPP) is used to control the envelope of the speckled illumination on the target.
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For a completely randomized smoothing method (e.g. 151 with a very large beam divergence), where the speckle patterns at successive coherence times are random over all spatial frequencies of interest, one ideally finds that all spatial frequencies are smoothed at the same bandwidth limited rate. For a realistic smoothing method, however, the extent of the speckle motion is limited and therefore there will always be a low spatial frequency limit below which no smoothing occurs. For ease of comparison the SSD and (modified) 1ST methods are compared based upon equal laser divergence FWHM, with RPP's present. For completeness, the results for ideal 1ST (i.e., with divergence much larger than the aberrations of the amplifier and the RPP absent) are also presented in the calculations. In all calculations presented here the RPP is taken to produce a far field spot much larger than the beam motion associated with the smoothing source, and much larger than any spatial wavelengths considered.
SMOOTHING BY THE RANDOM 151 METHOD
The behavior of the 1ST smoothing method is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the spatial power spectra of the integrated intensity on target vs. normalized spatial frequency are shown at a series of integration times (solid curves). In these calculations the time varying speckle pattern is calculated by taking the near field at the final focus lens to be the product of a static random binary pattern (for the RPP) and a time varying random phase pattern with a Gaussian angular spread of FWHM of 5O) I D. The far field intensities at successive time steps are calculated by Fourier Transform and integrated to obtain the fluence. The squared magnitude of the Fourier Transform of the far field fluence then yields the spatial power spectra presented. In all the calculations presented here a square uniform near field beam of width D is assumed.
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;% ooo Calculated spatial spectral intensity of speckle patterns with random smoothing (1ST) of divergence FWHM 50 I D for (top to bottom curves) the initial static speckle pattern and after an integration time equivalent to 3, 10, 30, 100, 300, and 1000 coherence times. The dashed lines show the ideal smoothing result for the case of large beam divergence.
The spatial frequency scale shown is normalized to the F# limited spatial frequency fo D / 2F, where F is the final lens focal length, and 2 is the wavelength on target (see cm, F = 7 m, = 0.35 jtm) ) I D= 1 piad, f corresponds to a wavelength of 7 jtm, and for a direct drive target of radius r = 1.6 mm, ía corresponds to an £ -mode of 2 irrf = 1500. These spectra have been integrated over azimuth in the spectral plane (f , f) so that they are only dependent on the magnitude of the spatial frequency f (or i-mode), and are scaled such that the integral over the normalized spatial frequency yields the normalized variance of the target fluence. Thus, the spectral intensity S(f) shown is defined to such that 5S(f)df a2 In particular, for a static speckle pattern (e.g., top curve in Fig. 2 ) which has unity variance,16 one sees that JS(f)df = 1.
The dashed curves in Fig. 2 show the ideal behavior of 1ST smoothing of unlimited beam divergence, and as described above are simply given by the initial static speckle spectrum divided by the number of coherence times. With the RPP present (solid curves), one sees that at large spatial frequency the ideal smoothing limit is achieved, however, below a spatial frequency determined by the source divergence there is little or no smoothing. Comparison of calculated spatial spectra using smoothing by 1ST of divergence FWHM 50 1 D (solid curves) with that of standard FM-2D SSD of equal divergence (dotted curves) for (top to bottom) the initial static speckle pattern (for both 1ST and SSD --top solid) and after an integration time equivalent to 10 and 100 coherence times. The dashed lines show the ideal 1ST smoothing result for the case of large beam divergence.
2D-SSD USING FM OF A SINGLE COLOR CYCLE
The spatial spectra generated by 2D-SSD using sinusoidal phase modulation1° are significantly different from that of 1ST. For the calculation of 2D SSD, the near field is assumed to be the product of a static RPP and the time varying skewed phase modulation as shown in the spatial spectra produced by 2D-SSD using FM with a single color cycle in each dispersion direction (i.e. where the temporal skew of the grating is equal to the modulator period; dotted curves) are shown and compared with the results of the 1ST random smoothing of Fig. 2 (solid curves), where both smoothing methods are chosen to generate the same beam divergence FWHM (note that the angular spectrum of the FM-SSD beam has a rectangular shape peaked at the ends, characteristic of a FM spectrum, whereas the 1ST smoothing described here has an angular spectrum of Gaussian shape).
The top solid curve is the static speckle spectrum applicable to both SSD and 1ST, and the next lower solid curve (1ST) and dotted curve (SSD) are the results after integration for 10 coherence times. One sees that FM-SSD (unless otherwise specified SSD shall refer to 2D-SSD) smoothes comparatively poorly at low spatial frequency. At both integration times shown the FM-SSD spectral intensity is seen to be slightly smaller than that of the 1ST smoothing at high spatial frequency, but crosses over near O.25f. At spatial frequencies -O.02f -0.06 fo the FM-SSD spectral intensity is 5-10 times larger than that produced by the 1ST method. This band of low spatial frequencies ( £-modes of 30-100) is particularly important with regard to direct drive hydrodynamic stability.11 '17 Although in the asymptotic long integration time limit 1ST and SSD differ in their aggregate variance levels, it should be noted that at the times shown in Fig.   3 , the aggregate variance for 1ST and SSD are equal. Comparison of calculated spatial spectra using 2D SSD with random phase modulation of 44 color cycles across the beam (solid curves) and single color cycle FM (dotted curves) of equal beam divergence for (top to bottom) the initial static speckle pattern (solid) and after an integration time equivalent to 10 and 100 coherence times. The dashed curves show the ideal 151 smoothing result using large beam divergence. where Vmod 5 the modulation frequency. By randomizing the phase modulation such that, on average, there are still many color cycles across the beam, rapid smoothing at low spatial frequency can be obtained without the presence of coherent resonances in the spatial spectrum. Since RPM can not be described by a single frequency modulation, the length of a color cycle is given by the mean phase oscillation period or the phase correlation length across the beam. The mean number of color cycles across the beam is given by the bandwidth of the phase (0(t), as opposed to the bandwidth of the field E(t)) multiplied by the temporal skew across the beam, =
SSD WITH RANDOM PHASE MODULATION
L\Vphase Tskew. Figure 4 shows the spatial spectra of 2D-SSD using random phase modulation (RPM), where the RPM is simulated by filtering the white noise spectrum of a random binary sequence with a Gaussian shaped filter. In this calculation, the FWHM of the phase spectrum is taken to be 50
GHz and the phase depth is chosen to have an RMS of 3.75 rad, which results in a total the product of the RPP transmission and the RPM field of uniform amplitude and skewed random phase -sx). The spatial spectra produced by SSD using RPM (solid curves) is compared in Fig. 4 with SSD using FM of a single color cycle (dotted curves), where the beam divergence FWHM of the two methods is equal. One sees that the RPM-SSD method generates essentially the same spatial spectra as that of the 1ST method of equal divergence. 
SMOOTHING RATE DEPENDENCE ON COLOR CYCLING
It has been previously noted that color cycling can impact the relative smoothing rate as a function of spatial frequency.6 To obtain a detailed understanding of this smoothing rate dependence consider sinusoidal FM with color cycles across the beam. The SSD phase modulation in the near field can be written6
where, k = 2irN I D, 'mod 2mod 5 the angular modulation frequency, and the y dependence has been omitted for simplicity but is analogous (in the case of 2D SSD).7'1° One can find the smoothing rate at a given spatial frequency f by calculating the interference between the field at points with the corresponding near field separation Esx = f2F. The intensity owing to interference of near field points separated by Ex is given by
This interference term is recognized as having the same form as FM with the effective modulation depth given by J3eff(f) 213 sifl(kxl\X I 2). Low spatial frequencies on the target correspond to small Ax, so that one can approximate J3eff(f) I31t11 . The bandwidth of this interference term (2/3eff(f)Vmod) gives the approximate effective smoothing rate at the low spatial frequency of interest
where the total bandwidth is iXv0 2fiVfflod. Hence, one sees that the smoothing rate at low spatial frequency increases proportionally to the number of color cycles,
. A more precise relationship between the near field color distribution and the spatial frequency smoothing in the far field can be found directly from the expression for the far field intensity JFF(U,t) = $x{ENF(x,t)}U,F
where ENF(X, t) is the near field amplitude, denotes the x-Fourier Transform, and the transform variable (i.e. the spatial frequency) is substituted for as indicated in terms of u, the far field transverse coordinate. Taking the Fourier Transform of Eq. (5) gives the spatial spectrum of the far field intensity in terms of the auto-correlation of the near field amplitude j(f,t) SU{IFF(u,t)} = I EIF(X + x,t)ENF(x,t)dx, UFF(f,T) S'IFF(f,t)dt = 'i .1 ENF(X + fAF,t)ENF(x,t)dx dt (7) -DI2 ) As explained above, one obtains smoothing because this time integral is reduced by the cancellation owing to the rapidly varying interference term in the integrand. To quantify this effect one writes the near field amplitude ENF(x,t) as the product of the SSD phase modulation, E(x,t) given in Eq. (2), and the random phase plate transmission R(x). With this substitution and upon interchanging the order of integration one obtains that the power spectrum of the fluence is given by
If Ax = f2F is larger than the transverse scale of the phase plate variation, then R*(x + f12F)R(x) is completely random and hence Gaussian statistics allows for the simplification of the random-walk sum of the x-integral in Eq. (8) . Hence, excluding these coherent components at low spatial frequency, one finds that the power spectrum of the jg E (x + JAF, t)E(x, t)dt dx (9) -D/2
Thus, one sees that the smoothing at given spatial frequency f is determined by the average over the aperture of the time integral of the interference between points in the near field separated by fAF. With the substitution of interference term given by Eq. (3), one obtains
where, as before, the effective modulation depth of the FM in the integrand is given by I3eff(f) 2/3 sin(kf1F/2) =2/3sin(7rNf /f). This result is exact for the 1D-SSD modulation given by Eq. (2), and is independent of the precise form of the phase plate (within the approximation of Gaussian statistics). The behavior of 1D-SSD with multiple color cycles is shown in the calculation of Fig. 6(a) , where the spatial spectrum of smoothing after 4 coherence times using FM with one color cycle (dots) is compared with that of FM using 4 color cycles (solid). For clarity of the coherent resonances, these spectra are integrated orthogonally to the dispersion direction and plotted versus the spatial frequency along the dispersion direction. One sees that the smoothing at low spatial frequency is more effective when using four color cycles as predicted by Eq. (9). However, the effect of the coherence between the periodic color cycles is also readily apparent.
From Eq. (8) Comparison of spatial spectra obtained using three FMts in series for each direction of 2D SSD, for (top to bottom) the initial static speckle pattern and after an integration time equivalent to 10 and 100 coherence times (solid curves). For each direction the modulation frequencies and dispersion were chosen such that the three FM's generated 6, 4, and 1 color cycles at modulation depths of 2.7, 2.7, and 16, respectively. The induced beam divergence in each calculation is 5O) I D. The dashed curves show the ideal 1ST smoothing result using large beam divergence and equivalent bandwidth. The use of multiple FM's in series is examined further in the calculation shown in Fig. 7 , where 2D-SSD is implemented with 3 FM's in series in each direction. In the first dispersion direction the three modulation frequencies are in the relative ratio of 6, 4, and 1, with modulation depths of 2.7, 2.7, and 16, respectively. In the orthogonal direction all the frequencies are reduced by the factor 0.6 and the modulation depths are unchanged. For each direction the dispersion is chosen such that the three FM's generate 6, 4, and 1 color cycles, respectively. The resulting total divergence FWHM in each direction is the same as that used in the previous calculations ( 5O) I D). From this calculation one sees that the spatial spectra at the two integration times shown approach the results obtained with 1ST at an equivalent divergence and bandwidth. In these spectra one can notice only very small effects of the resonances owing to coherence, as the interference among the multiple FM's has to a large extent washed out these resonances.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that SSD using FM of a single color cycle is ineffective in the smoothing of low spatial frequencies. Since the smoothing performance at low spatial frequencies may be of significance for both the direct and indirect drive approaches to ICF, it is important to examine methods which improve the smoothing rate at these low spatial frequencies. It has been shown that the SSD smoothing rate at low spatial frequencies is proportional to the (mean) number of color cycles of the phase modulation across the beam. However, the use of a single sinusoidal FM of many color cycles leads to coherent resonances in the spatial spectrum. These resonances can be eliminated by either using RPM or multiple FM's. The smoothing performance of SSD using RPM or multiple FM's is then equivalent to that obtained with an 151-type method with RPP present, where equal beam divergence and bandwidth are used.
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